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ELEKTRO-PLAST 
– ELECTROTECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
The tradition of our business dates back to 1980 and 
presently we are one of the top domestic manufacturers 
of electrical installation equipment. Our manufacturing 
program includes plastic electrical installation accessories, 
such as surface and flush distribution boards, meter boards, 
a wide range of wire and cable grips, flush junction boxes, 
surface and flush - hermetic boxes and cable reels etc. 
We have a modern and continuously modernized machine 
park. We have our own design and engineering office 
(including tool rooms) internal warehouses and means 
of transport. Our company offers high quality products 
provided with appropriate attests and certificates. We 
have implemented the quality management system ISO 
9001:2008 TUV Rheinland.

Headcount increase, modernization of the existing and 
construction of new buildings help us to extend the 
scope of production and services. Our products can be 
recognized in majority of outlets of the electro-technical 
branch in Poland. We also export our products to many 
foreign markets for example: Russia, Lithuania, Latvia, 
Estonia, Belarus, Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Germany, Kazakhstan, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, 
Hungary and Iceland.

Experienced staff, in addition to a young and dynamic 
trade marketing team, provide strong foundation and 
guarantee constant development. Dynamic development 
of the company, the use of modern technologies and 
best sort of materials enable us to offer products which 
meet highest quality requirements and are characterized 
by modern design. Our products are highly appreciated in 
rankings and surveys organized by specialist magazines. 
Instant performance of orders, attractive conditions of 
cooperation, customer support are the advantages which 
help us gain customers’ trust. We run our own web service 
containing the current pricing list, current product offers, 
current news and order department. We also run sales 
support program for our customers by means of attractive 
advertising and promotion campaigns, participation in 
domestic and foreign fair events, free of charge boards in 
outlets and publications in media. 

It is the commitment of our staff, its engagement and 
gained abilities along with modern approach in production 
and distribution that let us achieve the highest level of 
offered products. We are open to your suggestions and 
comments. We encourage you to read the catalogue and 
cooperate with us.



Main products

The distribution boards are made of plastic. They are fit for indoor use. The 
distribution boards are equipped with a closed box casing and they are 
adaptable for sealing. The sides of casing have grooves for an easy introduction 
of wires or tubes. The distribution boards are equipped with describing labels 
and also with N+PE terminal strips. The TH 35/7,5 (Eurobus) bracket is an 
assembly element in the distribution board that allows fixing over - current 
protections, current variation breaker switchers as well as different electrical 
apparatuses…

Hermetic boxes re applied in all electric surface wirings where high protection 
degree is required. The Family of hermetic boxes is composed of many 
variations, the variations are composed of boxes in different sizes and different 
ways of inputting wires inside the box. Hermetic boxes characterize with an 
easy construction composed of casing and cover of box: version without 
weakening rings, version with weakening rings for glands, version with glands 
PE, version with membrane glands…

The box is destined for a casing for the control connector of a lightning 
protection system in the external elevations of the building, it can be mounted 
without removing the connector, thanks to the retractable parts. It protects 
the connector from the weather. The new lid of the box is made of stainless 
steel – INOX guarantee an aesthetic appearance and increasing the strength 
parameters...

The plastic boxes are made of plastic in grey color RAL 7035, equipped with 
rubber seal allowing to get high parameters of sealing, assembly plate, door in 
grey or transparent color made of PC (polycarbonate) with hinges, that might 
be closed with one or two locks with a key. Universal application and precisely 
made elements as a result gives solidly made and aesthetically looking plastic box...

The assembly grips are adjusted to fixing of electric, telecommunication and 
control wires as well as installation pipes to different surfaces. The use of 
the grips for wires ensures, but is not limited to the following: extremely fast 
assembly, reliability of fixing, professional appearance of installation, possibility 
of the grip release in order to adjust the installation, and relatively low cost of 
installation...

The universal cable reel is fit for rolling: electrical cables, ropes and garden 
hoses. There are five sizes of cable reels. The cable reels consit of solid metal 
stand made of galvanizing tube with profiled handle and with reel made of high 
quality plastic. In reel case there are chambers for mounting single - phase 
or three - phases electrical board sockets in all configurations according to 
individual user needs. The reels are also equipped with an instalation canal 
ended with flexible gland for electrical cable between take  up reel and socket 
chambers. Furthermore the chamber is equipped with cable blocking clamp 
who protects against pulling out and also the chamber is specially ribbed for 
easy mounting of the terminal boards...



Why Elektro-Plast?
We are presently one of the top domestic manufacturers 
of electrical installation equipment in Poland. Our 
manufacturing program includes plastic electrical 
installation accessories, such as surface and flush 
distribution boards, meter boards, a wide range of wire 
and cable grips, flush junction boxes, surface and flush - 
hermetic boxes and cable reels etc. We have a modern 
and continuously modernized machine park. We have 
our own design and engineering office (including tool 
rooms) internal warehouses and means of transport. 
Our products can be recognized in majority of outlets of 
the electro-technical branch in Poland and many foreign 
markets for example: Russia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, 
Belarus, Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, 
Kazakhstan, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Hungary 
and Iceland. Our offer and availability is constantly growing.
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Awards, Certificates and Distinctions
Our company offers high quality products provided with 
appropriate attests and certificates. We have implemented 
the quality management system ISO 9001:2008 TUV 
Rheinland.

Zakład Produkcyjno-Handlowy 
“ELEKTRO-PLAST” Sp.z o.o.
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62-860 Opatówek, 
Poland
Phone +48 (62)76-70-673 
Phone / Fax. +48 (62)76-70-376
e-mail: biuro@elektro-plast.pl


